higher than the total US current account deficit of US$3.9 trillion during the same period. It is estimated that the shadow banking system is around 25 to 30% of the global financial system and 50% of total global banking assets. 7 It was said that the volume of credit intermediated by the shadow banking sector was just as large as the volume of credit intermediated by the traditional banking system on the eve of the financial crisis. 8 The shadow banking sector has been booming since the onset of the global financial crisis in 2007 with a total amount of US$67 trillion worldwide in 2012. 9 In early 2008, the size of shadow banking was US$20,000 billion while the traditional banking system was US$11,000 billion. 10 Various attempts have been made to estimate the size of shadow banking. It has been estimated that non-bank financial intermediation accounts for 50% of banking system assets and 120% of GDP.
11 Due to the lack of transparency and the breadth and diversity of shadow banking itself, a precise assessment of the size of shadow banking may be a mission impossible.
Globally, the scale of shadow banking assets exceeds global GDP. Non-bank financial intermediation grew to reach US$71 trillion, which accounted for 117% of GDP. 12 The largest shadow banking system exists in advanced economies while the emerging economies have seen the growth of shadow banking outpace that of traditional banking systems. 13 The broadest measure of shadow banking assets tracked by the FSB grew by US$5 trillion to more than US$75 trillion in 2014 in 20 countries plus the euro area. That represented 120% of the region's GDP -approaching the high of 123.4% recorded in 2007. 14 In the US, shadow banking assets exceed the value of assets in the traditional banking sector, and exceed GDP by over three times. Shadow banking assets in emerging market economies increased from 30 to 70% of GDP from 2002 to 2012. 15 In 2014, shadow banking comprised 24.5% of financial assets, the highest share since 2007. By contrast, traditional banks' share of the sector slipped to 45.6% from a high of more than 49% in 2008.
It is fair to state that the shadow banking sector is growing in size and significance, not only in the world but also in China. China is now the world's third biggest shadow banking sector after the US and the UK. Some Chinese institutions estimated that the shadow banking size can be in the range of Renminbi 20 to 30 trillion. 16 The FSB projected that China's shadow banking assets have experienced a growth rate of 42%. It was estimated by Goldman Sachs that 24% of total credit to corporates and consumers were extended through shadow banking in China, accounting for 45% of GDP in 2012. 18 The staggering figures of shadow banking assets, the unprecedented speed of its growth, and the complexity and novelty of its products have made it a rather urgent case for regulation and monitoring. The IMF has warned that China's shadow banking sector deserves particular monitoring. 
DEFINING SHADOW BANKING
It is technically hard to define shadow banking in a concise and precise manner. The term "shadow banking system" was invented first by American economist Paul McCulley in 2007, 20 and referred to "the whole alphabet soup of levered up non-bank investment conduits, vehicles and structures", "unregulated shadow banks [which] fund themselves with uninsured commercial paper [and] which may or may not be backstopped by liquidity lines from real banks" and which stand in contrast to 15 IMF, "Risk Taking, Liquidity, and Shadow Banking: Curbing Excess While Promoting Growth", (October 2014) Global Financial Stability Report 73. "regulated real banks, who fund themselves with insured deposits, backstopped by access to the Fed's discount window". 21 According to the report released by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in November 2011, shadow banking is defined as "credit intermediation involving entities and activities outside the regular banking system." 22
Wide Spectrum of Academic Definitions
Academic definitions of shadow banking take different forms. At one end of the spectrum is the formulary approach, and shadow banking is defined by reference to a few generalized functional characteristics. For instance, shadow banking was defined by the US Federal Reserve to be "financial intermediaries that conduct maturity, credit, and liquidity transformation without access to central bank liquidity or public sector credit guarantees". 23 Falling somewhere along the spectrum is a second approach, which lists a variety of activities which shadow banking encompasses. Ben S. Bernanke once referred to shadow banking as "the intermediation of credit through a collection of institutions, instruments, and markets that lie at least partly outside of the traditional banking system". 24 This other form of list approach is to list some subsectors in shadow banking. For example, the FSB breaks shadow banking sector into nine major subsectors including investment funds, broker-dealer, structured finance vehicles, finance companies, money market funds and hedge funds. 25 The list approach may have a different focus on entities, 26 instruments, markets 27 or subsectors. At the other end of the spectrum is the approach that looks into the nature of shadow banking. The shadow banking system is broadly defined by the FSB as "a system of credit intermediation that involves entities and activities 21 Ibid. 22 It is widely recognized that the concept of credit intermediation involves maturity, credit, and liquidity transformation which can significantly reduce the cost of credit relative to direct lending. For details, see Pozsar et al., "Shadow Banking" (2010) . fully or partially outside the regular banking system, or non-bank credit intermediation in short". 28 The FSB intentionally cast the net wide so that inherent risks can be thoroughly addressed. While this definition characterizes as shadow banking a network that binds together shadow banking institutions, 29 it does not explain the key components of shadow banking but identifies the intermediary function of these components.
The extra-bank nature of shadow banking appears to be the commonality these definitions share. Following this line of thinking, the functional characteristic shadow banking uniquely has but regular banks do not possess is its function of non-core or non-traditional funding.
30 Although this is labeled as an "activity" concept, it is in fact a nature-based one. Financing through non-core liabilities, in contrast to regular banks' core financing through deposit-taking-and-lending, 31 is the defining feature of shadow banking regardless of the entities (either banks or non-bank institutions) that carry it out. Moulding shadow banking through this non-core financing feature can easily fit some non-bank financing activities into shadow banking. Securitization, either conducted directly by a bank on balance sheet or indirectly by an off-balance-sheet special purpose vehicle, is a typical type of non-core financing and falls into the definition of shadow banking. So do other non-core financing such as repos, swaps and derivatives.
In the end, these definitions are neither precise nor all-encompassing. Given the fact that the shadow banking system is evolving and spans a wide range of activities and entities across countries, the definitions of shadow banking are necessarily incomplete. Some of them do not specify the types of entities and/or vehicles that comprise the shadow banking system. Others may be too narrow to be used to encompass some key shadow banking features. Apart from its legal form or the services it offers, economic function is one criterion used to define a bank. Accordingly, a bank is defined a financial intermediary accepting deposits, offering checking accounts, and making loans that provides transaction services to customers. Richard Scott Carnell, Jonathan R. Macey and Geoffrey P. of non-banking financial intermediation into shadow banking is its lack of analytic value in assessing the underlying systemic risk. Some shadow banking activities, subsectors or vehicles may not create or involve systemic risk, which justifies a narrow-down approach focusing on the subsectors of non-bank credit intermediation which pose systemic risk related to maturity and liquidity transformation and/or leverage. 32 The wide definition of shadow banking may add some value to the regulatory design exercise. In order to curb systemic risk, widening the scope of shadow banking, instead of focusing on the specifics, may facilitate a macro-prudential regulatory approach placing an emphasis on the systemwide risk.
Understanding Banks
An appreciation of the nature of banks and of banking activities is a must to the study of shadow banking, shadow banks and shadow banking activities. A proper understanding of banks encapsulates a great deal of what this book is about: facilitating financing, curbing systemic risk and regulating financial markets. However, it is only possible to skate the surface in a book of this nature.
The essential feature or function of banking is a medium of exchange with the purpose of conducting lending transactions to supply money.
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Banks are traditionally categorized as a credit intermediary, which acts as a middle man to connect borrowers and lenders in the lending business. The process of channeling credit between lenders and borrowers through the banks is referred to as credit intermediation, which provides the depositors with necessary information, not only reducing the lenders' costs involved in screening and monitoring borrowers but also facilitating investments in a more diverse loan portfolio. Traditional banks' lending is "on-balance-sheet" financing. In this process, the depositors deposit money to the bank in return for a checking or savings account that can 32 FSB, "Global Shadow Banking Monitoring Report 2014", (2014), pp.6, 40. 33 In common law, the essential characteristics of the business of banking are defined as an instrument of society and "a financial reservoir receiving streams of currency in every direction, and from which there issue outflowing streams where and as required to sustain and fructify or assist commercial, industrial or other enterprises or adventures". Comrs. of the State Savings Bank of Victoria v. Permewan, Wright & Co. Ltd. (1915) 19 CLR 457, 4710-11 . Statutory definitions of banks take different forms. For instance, Article 1 of the EU's Credit Institutions Directive reads that: a credit institution takes deposits (or other repayable funds) from the public and grants credits on its own account.
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Credit intermediation involves maturity, credit, and liquidity transformation, and is enhanced through the use of third-party liquidity and credit guarantees, often in the form of liquidity or credit put options. Transforming illiquid assets into liquid assets is the key function a bank is to play in modern economy. 35 The banks realize this transforming function by providing liquidity services to the clients and real economy. Through this transforming function, a depositor can invest in the bank's loan portfolio indirectly, and, more importantly, retain the right to withdraw her investment without taking a loss. As far as the real economy is concerned, this credit and liquidity transformation process enlarges the supply of capital. The enhancement of credit intermediation is usually reliant upon the public sector, such as the deposit insurance scheme and the interbank money market. A liability with public-sector-backed enhancement of credit intermediation resides on a bank's balance sheet.
Banks rely on short-term liabilities to fund illiquid long-term assets. This feature makes banks prone to bank runs and suffer from responsibility failure. 36 One technique the regulatory system relies upon to shield banks from the risks inherent in reliance on short-term funding is to grant banks access to liquidity and credit put options in the form of discount window access and deposit insurance. However, the use of put options, together with the difficulty in accurately pricing such options, promotes excessive leverage and risk-taking. The regulators in turn design the financial security net and prudential regulation to curb such risks.
Banks have a core function, that is, liquidity creation. When an investor 34 Under common law, the banker-customer relationship is a debtor-creditor relationship (instead of a trustee-beneficiary relationship), which means that banks should treat money deposited with them as their own. Banks are only obliged to return an equivalent amount to depositors. experiences a need for cash but is unable to sell assets without loss, the investor faces a liquidity risk, which inhibits the optimal allocation of capital in the society. 37 Most investments encounter liquidity risks due to information and transaction costs such as search costs, due diligence, and other agency costs. Banks supply liquidity by offering a deposit contract through which the depositor can invest his savings while retaining ondemand access to funds. 38 Depositors can withdraw their deposits at any time regardless of the long maturities of the bank loans that they finance. The liquidity-creating function played by the bank in taking deposits from its depositors is known as maturity transformation. 39 Credit lines offered by the banks provide borrowers with a source of liquidity that is incentivecompatible as the ex ante contract-based interest rate is lower than an ex post refinancing rate.
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Deposits have a liquidity-risk mitigating function due to their ability to reduce transaction costs. Deposits are information-insensitive investment tools compared to other financial products such as the least informationsensitive debts. 41 The lower level of information sensitivity encourages agents to produce information and discourage adverse selection when the securities are sold or traded.
42 By pouring money into banks, investors repackage their money into deposits, which are different from other riskintensive investment projects triggering the investors' efforts to conduct due diligence. 43 In addition, deposits are essentially a share of the bank's diversified portfolio of assets, 44 via free access the bank's shareholders (to the extent of their equity) and the governmentbacked deposit insurance scheme (a guarantee against residual default risk). In this sense, banks play a fundamental role in a market economy.
How does Shadow Banking Differ from Banking?
Shadow banking was once called the parallel banking system, 45 and is sometimes termed market-based financing. 46 This means that shadow banking is parallel to the formal banking sector. There are various reasons for the appearance of a shadow banking sector. The existence of shadow banking has been a market response to the incentives created by the tight control over bank lending. It is a result of regulatory arbitrage through various channels of arbitrage employed by the traditional banks to avoid regulatory restraints and supervisory oversight. 47 The increases in traditional banks' capital reserve and liquidity requirements make shadow banking more competitive and prominent in the financial market. While Basel I tried to break down the link between risk and assets for reasons of regulatory arbitrage, 48 Basel III's enhanced capital requirements may enable shadow banks to grow even faster since traditional banks are vying for extra capital in order to meet the more stringent capital standards. In this sense, shadow banking grows organically in an arena left behind by the traditional banking networks which are often constrained by restrictions on lending or deposit rates. 49 Shadow banking businesses are therefore used to circumvent the tighter regulations imposed on banking The possibility of arbitrage also exists in the relative prices of assets. The fact that complex claims can be priced is owing to (i) complex claims can be decomposed into their constituent elements; (ii) the markets exist in which individual elements of a sequence of cash flows can be separately traded. Shadow banking emerges and evolves when the credit intermediary function is reallocated onto constituent elements of a sequence of cash flow and these elements can be priced separately and efficiently compared to the scenario in which the intermediary function is played by the bank only. For an account of the concept of arbitrage in relation to pricing, see generally, Jürgen Eichberger and Ian R. institutions. Regulatory arbitrage is the root motivation for shadow banks to exist. The more stringent regulation tightening risky banking activities could amplify the size of less or unregulated shadow banking activities, which in turn affects financial stability and leaves risks intact in the broader financial system. This could be a greater regulatory challenge regulators have to face while the formal and shadow banking sectors are more closely connected through stronger linkages. The profit maximization goal pushes traditional banks to maximize their lending capacity by removing liabilities from their balance sheet. By doing so, a bank may set assets to investment vehicles. The consequence of this is two-fold. First, traditional banks and shadow banks are interconnected. Second, separating some investment functions from the bank not only creates competitive (or comparative) advantages and specialization but also some segments of the shadow banking system. A prolonged low interest rate environment and high institutional demands for assets from insurance companies and pension funds 50 also have a combined effect on shadow banking. 51 Financial innovation conducted by non-bank institutions squeezes out the profitability of essential bank functions and leads to the decline of the traditional banking model, which has become less profitable. As a result, traditional banks seek new profit opportunities.
52 Technically, shadow banking will always be in existence as long as financial innovation and arbitrage are omnipresent in the financial system.
The erosion of banks' "specialness" on both the asset and liability sides contributed to the appearance of shadow banks. The erosion took place when a group of specialized non-bank institutions were allowed to enter the financial sector in the late 1970s. In conjunction with this wider market entry, financial innovation, together with technological breakthroughs, 2016 at http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/wp-content/uploads/r_141030. pdf?page_moved=1. pushed forward the deeper involvement of other unconventional banking institutions in the financial sector. Growing competition from specialist non-banks further posed a competitive threat to commercial lenders, which then gradually shifted their financial resources to some less regulated business sectors or activities by relying on some new techniques or off-balance-sheet vehicles. The consequences of financial innovation are two-fold. First, it provides excessive liquidity to the market. Second, it plays a more catalytic role than debt accumulation. As an exogenous development, financial innovation, as argued, precedes most financial crises.
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Shadow banks refer to those financial or non-financial institutions that engage in the shadow credit intermediation process. Some refer shadow banks to the institutions that exclusively engage in shadow bank credit intermediation and that do not have any access to central bank liquidity or public sector credit guarantees.
54 Shadow banks can also be characterized as financial intermediaries that conduct maturity, credit, and liquidity transformation without access to central bank liquidity or public sector credit guarantees. Examples of shadow banks include finance companies, asset-backed commercial paper conduits, structured investment vehicles, credit hedge funds, money market mutual funds and securities lenders. Money market funds, finance companies, structured finance vehicles, hedge funds, investment funds, broker-dealer, and realestate investment trusts and funds have also been included in the shadow banking system. 55 The broad scope of shadow banks indicates the fluidity of shadow banking as a whole. The coverage of shadow banking can vary from one jurisdiction to the other. The shadow banking system is often complicated as it involves structured investment vehicles, money market funds and public financial institutions such as the governmentbacked mortgage lender. In this sense, shadow banks form a network, which is the shadow banking system. This network is close to the credit intermediation process performed by the bank in the traditional lending system.
In the US, the government-sponsored enterprises such as the Federal Home Loan Bank System, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are the main 53 Charles P. Kindleberger, The World in Depression, 1929 Depression, -1939 via free access players in the shadow banking sector. In addition, the US shadow banking sector hosts a large group of external shadow banks, which originate, warehouse and securitize loans in the US but conduct maturity transformation through offshore financial vehicles. The other feature of the US shadow banking is its reliance on capital markets largely because repo and securitization markets are open to all the market players including banks and non-bank institutions such as hedge funds, money market mutual funds and structured investment vehicles. 56 As a result, the US may have the broadest definition of shadow banking, which includes not only investment banks, money-market mutual funds and mortgage brokers but also sale and repurchase agreements, asset-backed securities, collateralized debt obligation, asset-backed commercial papers, and other contracts.
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The most distinctive feature of the US shadow banking lies in its marketbased and market-driven operational system. "Shadow banks" in the context of Western countries is quite different and refers to buy-out firms, hedge funds, venture funds and ordinary corporations which are using their investors' money and wholesale funding to hire disgruntled bank traders, engage in direct lending and escape traditional banking regulation. In this sense, the shadow banking sector may also cover insurers, private equity capital or pension funds, which may in some cases provide much needed funds to the real economy. Likely, the shadow banking exists in the form of complex chains of deals starting from securities lending or repo transactions and ending up in other investments vulnerable to investors when the underlying asset values fall sharply. The shadow banking sector therefore takes on some bank-like attributes such as using short-term assets to fund longer-term lending, which is known as "maturity transformation".
The shadow banking is somehow mixed or connected with all sorts of new forms of money such as derivatives, off-balance sheet vehicles, securitization and other debt instruments. The financial regulatory landscape in the past several years was to put priority over rebuilding bank capital and the fight to save the Euro. In terms of size, market-based sources of credit such as corporate bond sales and direct lending by hedge funds are half the size of the traditional banking sector.
58 Non-depository institutions such as private equity and hedge fund investors have been more heavily involved in some more "conventional" sectors such as the via free access distressed shipping industry, ranging from buying ships to purchasing loans from banks that have previously financed the sector.
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Shadow banking has often been viewed as a financial disintermediation process. Disintermediation occurs as depositors, borrowers and banks all want to lower regulatory and compliance costs incurred in credit intermediation. Hence, end-suppliers and end-borrowers of funds interact with each other without the involvement of traditional banks. Some specialist non-bank institutions step in and connect the wholesale financial market.
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Although shadow banking is a result of financial disintermediation, shadow banking itself, as a matter of fact, is a credit intermediation (or re-intermediation) process. 61 It differs from traditional credit intermediation in the sense that a non-bank institution is involved in the shadow banking's intermediation process and it is not supported by public funding or the public sector. Put differently but simply, shadow banking is the realm of lending that does not rely on deposit-taking banks using customer money to fund loans. Consequently, shadow banking's credit intermediation may actually lengthen the credit intermediation chain due to the participation of more institutions in the lending business. Multiple institutions then decompose the credit intermediary function (or the credit intermediation process) played by the traditional bank and form a vertical (or functional) slicing of a traditional bank's credit intermediation process in the form of a series of distinctive steps. 62 In a sequential order, they perform functions or discrete operations such as loan origination, pooling of loans, collateralization, securitization, repayment and debt collection. Horizontally, risks are grouped and redistributed in various tranches corresponding to each pool of loans. Some pools of loans rely on a range of typical off-balance-sheet 59 Henny Sender, "Shadow Banks Tap into Distressed Shipping", Financial Times, 1 January 2013 (online). There has been some increasing interest over the banking sector. Private equity firms are now more willing to expose themselves to the squeezed margins of the retail banking sector by betting that banks will be forced to shed assets at discounted prices in return for government bailouts or to meet more stringent regulatory capital requirements. Banking assets in Europe for example are now more appealing than elsewhere in the world partly because of their trading at low valuations and in part due to the fact that there have been no regulatory caps on private equity ownership of retail banks. Banking returns and market valuations, pinched by higher capital requirements and low interest rates, will ultimately recover. Jennifer Thompson, Anne-Sylvaine Chassany and Patrick Jenkins, "Private Equity Bets on Retail Banking", Financial Times, 4 January 2013 (online). securitization or asset management techniques. The use of securitization enables banks or shadow banks to lower the transaction cost of lending. For banks, securitization requires less capital than if they had retained loans on their balance sheets for issuing loans. Banks are incentivized to participate in this credit re-intermediation so as to improve their return on equity. This explains why the shadow banking system is also a credit intermediation process, 63 which is indeed more complicated than the formal bank's intermediation cycle. It is a credit re-intermediation process in the sense that traditional banks are somehow involved in the shadow banking system by separating their portfolio management functions from their core treasury function and relying on some off-balance-sheets business. The offbalance-sheet conduits gained their popularity in the 1980s when the banks faced mounting competing threats from securitization. Banks then had to switch some short-term securitization techniques in order to maintain their market share in the financial market. Securitization is an ingenious mechanism used to spread risk, reduce financing costs and obtain regulatory capital relief. It can also be used to move bank assets off balance sheet. 64 The use of securitization and other off-balance-sheet instruments helped banks to free up capital that would otherwise have to be set aside in compliance with the capital reserve requirements under domestic banking laws. More fundamentally, the use of securitization and off-balance-sheet instruments straddled the boundary between commercial banking and capital markets, thereby complicating the regulatory landscape.
However, financial disintermediation or re-intermediation in shadow banking differs from conventional financial intermediation. The key difference lies in the fact that the market players involved in these intermediation processes are not the same. Given a large number of specialist non-bank institutions, the shadow banking system relies on liquid capital markets for the working of funding, securitization and distribution of funding. These specialist institutions are not regulated as banks in the typical lending market. Rather, they are regulated as gatekeepers in the capital markets due to their professional or underwriting capacities. This creates an additional layer of fragility in the credit disintermediation process since the market is prone to systemic risk or financial crisis. Unlike formal banking, in shadow banking, investors place their money with non-bank (financial) intermediaries. Money is then invested in the liabilities of these intermediaries, which offer a spectrum of seniority and duration, risk and return. Money can also be invested into other products or projects that offer higher returns. Different from a bank's credit intermediary role, the shadow intermediation process not only involves traditional funding flow such as loan processing and funding but also complex securitization.
FORMAL BANKING v. SHADOW BANKING

Similarities between Banks and Shadow Banks
It has been well recognized that formal banking and shadow banking share a similarity. Shadow banks were defined as near-bank entities in an IMF 2008 report.
66 They are quite similar or identical in the sense that both have three actors, that is, savers, borrowers and intermediaries. In shadow banking, intermediaries are specialist non-bank institutions. In the funding or lending process, a shadow bank performs similar functions a regular bank typically plays. As a financial intermediary, shadow banks also have a liquidity-creating function. Financial contracts supply similar on-demand liquidity in the shadow banking system.
Although the securitization-based credit intermediation process increases efficiencies, it also involves agency problems. Traditional banks' credit intermediation process, however, does not involve agency problems. 67 The unregulated agency problem can cause a much more severe impact on the entire financial market due to the interconnectedness of a group of financial institutions. The mitigation of agency problem therefore is of great help in reducing the supply of poorly underwritten loans and structured securities so as to avoid the collapse of financial markets as a whole.
Both formal and shadow banking are pro-cyclical -they tend to grow during booms and contract during busts. When the economy booms, shadow banking increases leverage, liquidity and maturity mismatches, thus contributing to the build-up of vulnerabilities. collapses and liquidity dries up, the risk-weighted capital requirement, a backward-looking model for risk assessment, contributes a pro-cyclical tendency that amplifies the economic cycle. Banks in financial distress react to avoid balance sheet insolvency through securitization by removing assets from their balance sheet. By doing so, the banks diversify investments without a guarantee of removing risk. Shadow banks are likely to amplify pro-cyclicality largely owing to its high leverage and interconnectedness with the formal banks. The high leverage of shadow banks, resulting in an increasing availability of credit, has a high chance to heighten the risks of causing asset price bubbles. Other factors such as valuation changes in collateral assets and wide use of margins and haircuts have a combined effect on pro-cyclicality.
68 Shadow banks have an intimacy with the real sectors of the economy and tend to exacerbate business cycle fluctuations and financial sector instability. The interconnectedness of shadow and formal banks increases the fragility of both sectors. As a result, a bank crisis is likely to lead to a shadow bank crisis. This seems inevitable if the financial market is viewed as a systemwide sector in which formal banks and shadow banks are closely correlated. In the same vein, the risk in the shadow banking sector can also be spread not only across jurisdictions but also sectors. This pro-cyclicality complicates the implementation of Basel III. The counter-cyclical buffer under Basel III is used to curb bank lending during periods of excessive credit growth. 69 As this buffer does not exist in the shadow banking sector, it is inevitable to see a paradox that applying Basel III rule will lead to a more sizable shadow banking sector which worsens deleveraging in the formal banking sector and counter-cyclical efforts encouraged by Basel III. along a vertically integrated credit chain through a variety of securitization and secured funding techniques. The securitization and secured funding techniques convert risky and long-term assets into money-like and riskless short-term liability. In this sense, the shadow banking system is a process of securitized credit intermediation.
Differences between
b. Lending model
Shadow banking activities have been in existence in the marketplace for some time. It has been recently crystallized into a sophisticated and dynamic financial system. The principal driving force behind this crystallization is a transformation of large banks from low return on-equity utilities that originate loans and hold and fund them until maturity with deposits, to high return on-equity entities that originate loans in order to pool, securitize and distribute them, through off-balance sheet asset management vehicles. Traditional banking products are often booked on the bank's balance sheets whereas securitized products are not. Banks therefore transform their conventional model from "original-to-hold" to "originate-to-distribute". In conjunction with this transformation, the nature of financial system also changed. Formal banks are traditionally involved in a deposit-funded, credit-risk intensive, spread-based process. In contrast, shadow banking is no longer the traditional loan-to-own space but is closer to loan-to-loan to fill up the gap created by the credit crunch. For example, a firm with a securities portfolio can build a shadow bank by lending it out for cash and then using the cash to make loans. Their combined credit creation and proprietary trading and hedging may account for much of the global liquidity flows. Consequently, shadow banking is a less credit-risk but more market-risk intensive, fee-based process.
The wide utility of the "originate-to-distribute" model provided the initial impetus for an explosion of financial activities in the shadow banking sector. 70 More importantly, this model changes the financial market landscape. The "originate-to-distribute" model provides little incentive to generate ongoing information on the quality and performance of underlying assets that were repackaged. The bank originates the loan as an originator but does not retain the risk of the loans. Rather, the bank passes the risk onto other financial institutions which repackage the loans. The bank in this model loses the incentive to conduct due diligence and monitor the borrowers. Oppositely, the bank is incentivized to originate more loans without due attention paid to the borrower's creditworthiness as its revenues are mainly tied to loan volume instead of loan quality (that is, the repayment rate of the originated loans or the non-performing loan ratio). Thus, the "originate-to-distribute" model is a credit disintermediation process leading to reckless lending and risk exposure. In brief, shadow banking is a securitization-based lending process whereas formal banking involves a hold-to-maturity lending. Securitization packages bank loans into asset-backed tradable debt securities so that banks can transform illiquid assets into liquid deposits by pooling and marketing their assets (in the form of loans, mortgages or collateralized debt obligations backed by the mortgage pools underlying each asset-backed security 71 ) to investors through a variety of special purpose vehicles (SPVs).
72 This re-shapes the bank-centered credit intermediation process. Banks traditionally intermediate credit by originating loans and taking deposits, which appear on their balance sheets as assets and liabilities. Securitization, however, blurs the boundary between lending and capital markets as investors now can finance loans originated by banks. Through securitization, institutional investors can finance bank loans that used to be funded by deposits.
73 Asset-based securities gained popularity in the years before the global financial crisis. 74 In the US, issuance of securitized bonds exceeded corporate bond issuance by 2005. not protected by the financial safety net. The funding stems from shortterm or callable deposit-like liabilities, including short-dated asset-backed commercial papers, short-term repos and money fund investments. Nonbank institutions, in the shadow banking sector, originate loans with the intention of selling them. Banks, however, originate loans and intend to hold them through maturity. The logic of this funding is the market-based pricing system and the secondary loan market. By purchasing the collateral (in the form of a bond) from the borrower, the lender extends credit (usually to the bank first) in exchange for a small premium over the purchase price the borrower pays for the repurchase of the collateral from the lender later on. 76 Investors therefore "deposit" funds into the repo market. By tapping new creditors, the repo market and other shadow banking sectors open up new sources of funding for the banking system. 77 As borrowers rely on repos and other short-term debt instruments as an alternative source of short-term funding, these instruments are more like a substitute for insured demand deposits and play such functions as liquidity maximization and principal protection. Repos' functional analogy to deposits is recognized by law, which treats repos as money-like reserve assets rather than as risky debt securities. The legal nature of repo transactions and the role of a trustee in bankruptcy or debtor in possession in the bankruptcy of the seller have not been clarified by the judiciary. In a repo transaction, a seller (debtor) sells a security to a buyer (secured creditor) and promises to repurchase the security within a specified period of time. The buyer has the right to sell the security on the market to satisfy the liability at a higher repurchase price as the lender's interest charge for the loan. In the US, some courts held that a buyer's sale is an outright sale of a security whereas other courts opined that such a sale is a secured loan and the seller transfers a security interest to the buyer for a short term loan which will be liquidated by the seller's "repurchase". Different judicial approaches here may lead to a contrasting result when a trustee in bankruptcy or debtor in possession in the bankruptcy of the seller may assert rights against the buyer and the buyer may be regarded as an unperfected secured creditor. banking, an institution's failure caused by investment risk, hedging risk, counterparty risk or liquidity risk can destabilize the entire chain through an internal contagion mechanism. The concept of bank run also applies to many shadow banks such as mutual funds and hedge funds. Investors in mutual funds may redeem their shares at once. A hedge fund may have to run if no lenders are willing to roll over its repos. Repos are designed to be insulated from credit risk.
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The risk in the traditional banking sector stems from a liquidity mismatch in banks' balance sheets. 81 The role of banks is to satisfy investor demand for liquidity by converting illiquid assets (loans to the production sector) into liquid liabilities (demand deposits), thereby creating liquidity by pooling risks among its depositor-owners. When risk-averse depositors withdraw their money early fearing bank failure, the bank is forced to sell all the assets at a penalty to generate the cash for withdrawals. As the bank cannot meet its contractually promised payoffs, it has to declare bankruptcy. This is a Diamond-Dybvig bank run. The financial crisis occurs when the bank's excessive use of leverage intensifies.
Like regular banks, shadow banking displays some of the same vulnerabilities and poses some of the same risks. Nevertheless, in the case of shadow banks' liabilities, perceived credit quality is driven by the credit risk free nature of collateral that backs shadow bank liabilities. The credit rating is often used as a label of insured deposit to express the credit-risk free nature of deposits in the traditional banking system even though excessive dependence on ratings has been criticized as being flawed 82 violating well known principles of risk management. 83 Shadow banks still have a liquidity mismatch problem as they also fund illiquid assets with short-term liabilities. The shadow banking system is also vulnerable to runs when investors refuse to pay when the debt matures. 84 by a real economic defect or a liquidity crisis. Other investors' investing behaviors probably are not the key concern resulting in a domino effect even though other investors' decisions may speed up the demise. Shadow banks can be more leveraged than traditional banks which are forced to deleverage due to higher margin requirements and falling asset prices.
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Traditional banks, in following Basel III requirements, have been undergoing a deleveraging process by scaling back the practice of extending credit to high risk consumer and business borrowers as well as tightening lending criteria. The result of this scale-back is the booming shadow banking sector.
Credit risk is always the concern so long as there is a possibility of the inability of a counterparty (that is, a borrower) to meet its obligations when they come due. Investors require protection from the risk that the borrower will fail. Shadow banks can be highly leveraged. The nature of some shadow banking businesses such as securities financing transactions is highly risky and leveraged. Rehypothecation is a clear example to manifest this riskiness -the repo collateral received in a repo deposit can be freely reused in another transaction with an unrelated third party. One attraction the shadow banking system is said to have is that shadow banks pass their unwanted credit risks onto the capital markets through securitization. 86 In other words, the advantage of securitization is to permit lenders to efficiently offload credit risk to outside investors. While it is beneficial way to diversify risks, the downside is the enhancement of contagion.
The shadow banking system is subject to minimum regulatory constraints 87 and is not protected by the lender of last resort, which may lead to a higher level of risk for customer protection even though the lender in some shadow banking instruments may incur negligible liquidity risk to the extent that the borrower is solvent or the collateral is relatively liquid. The wide use of short-term liabilities in some of the funding bases undermines financial stability in the absence of any form of deposit insurance, prudential regulation and lender of last resort facility. The agency risk In a typical company law context, the agency relationship exists between shareholders and directors, and as agents, directors will not act in the best interest of shareholders, as principals. Michael C. The other source of risk is the interconnectedness between the traditional banks and shadow banks through "cross-holding" and funding interdependence. Shadow banking businesses are linked to the formal banking system through a web of interconnections, 90 in the form of various financing vehicles, funding channels and risk-sharing techniques. Shadow banks' portfolios are then linked to mortgages, commercial papers, conventional bank receivables and other short-term borrowing markets as a whole. Regular banks participate in the credit re-intermediation chain led by shadow banks through a range of services such as investing into financial products, "warehousing" assets for securitization, acting as a third-party guarantor, transferring assets and providing funding. This interconnectedness creates a spillover effect. Any shock in the traditional banking sector can be transmitted to the shadow banking sector, giving rise to systemic risk concern, 91 and vice versa. The individual bank or shadow bank's failure can generate contagion and have an impact on the systemic stability in the financial market.
The interconnectedness can be a source of counterparty risk, a risk that other parties will default on payment obligations, 92 within the shadow banking system. The combination of repo-based financing and asset securitization leads to a complex chain of off-balance-sheet vehicles and structured financial transactions. This complexity can easily cause counterparty risk. The risk mitigation is not only relevant to end-borrowers but also a variety of entities involved in the intermediation process. Some disconnecting strategies can be deployed to avoid the counterparty risk. For example, a sponsor can move the loan pool off its balance sheet by transferring it to an SPV. The "bankruptcy-remoteness" of an SPV ensures that the insolvency of the sponsor, either a bank or a firm originating the loans, has no impact on the SPV, which means creditors of a bankrupt firm are unable to claw back assets from the SPV. 93 Consequently, the securitized loans are segregated from the bankruptcy estate of the sponsor.
The interconnectedness renders maintaining the stability of the entire system difficult. This is the same risk to the traditional banking system. The bank-centered liquidity is insufficient to cure the aggregate liquidity shortage, 94 which is the source of system-wide volatility or a collapse of the entire market. 95 As far as shadow banking is concerned, it has been argued that short-term money market instruments respond to increases in risk primarily through a contraction in quantity. 96 The fire sale of one shadow bank's underlying assets could easily exacerbate financial volatility. Allowing (or disallowing) the liquidation of counterparty collateral in the midst of a crisis encourages counterparties to race to exit from the pool of assets, which does not mediate contagion among market participants but makes the shadow banking system more vulnerable.
e. Protections
Banks' liquidity-creating function provides their depositors with liquidity insurance but makes banks absorb liquidity risks leaving the underlying assets on the balance sheet illiquid. Holding illiquid assets means that a bank may run short of cash when it has to sell portfolio assets at a discount to satisfy the depositor's claims. 97 An individual bank's failure produces knock-on effects that spread to other banks, causing a contraction in economic activity.
98 System-wide banking panics, if not rescued, can easily turn into a financial crisis. Overcoming banks' inherent fragility and bank failures' contagion effects requires a remedial solution to banks' illiquidity.
Formal banks are protected by the financial safety net, which is supposed to comprehensively address systemic risk in the banking sector.
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For a general account of SPVs, see Gorton and Souleles, "Special Purpose Vehicles and Securitization". 94 Bengt Holmström, and Jean Tirole, "Private and Public Supply of Liquidity", (1998) Regulatory responses designed to counter bank runs include deposit insurance, lender of last resort facility, suspension of convertibility, and maintaining sufficient liquidity. These measures, in particular the first two, rely on the public sector's support as a public interest is at stake. The government insures the deposits in the traditional banking system. Formal banks have a meaningful access to a lender of last resort, which is able to help avoid default by injecting the liquidity into the failing bank. This function is usually played by the central bank. Banks are subject to the capital reserve requirement, which ensures that the bank holds sufficient liquid assets. Shadow banks lack access to public sources of liquidity. Both the liquidity facilities and interbank money market are not available to shadow banks when they face liquidity and capital shortfalls. Arguments have been made that shadow banks are well protected due to liquidity and credit puts provided by the private sector. 99 The investors receive collateral from shadow banks when depositing money, and the deposit-collateral transactions are processed in the form of repos. Shadow banks' liabilities are more broadly collateralized by most AAA-rated risk-free and liquid assets. AAA-rated assets are vulnerable to systemic risk as these assets are structured to withstand idiosyncratic risk. When all securities are highly correlated and all investors are incentivized to sell high quality assets in order to generate liquidity, there will be a liquidity crisis. As pointed out by McCulley, "shadow banks . . . may or may not be backstopped by liquidity lines from real banks. Thus, the shadow banking system is particularly vulnerable to runs -commercial paper investors refusing to re-up when their paper matures, leaving the shadow banks with a liquidity crisis -a need to tap their back-up lines of credit with real banks and/or to liquidate assets at fire sale prices". 100 A natural question is whether the shadow banking sector is able to maintain its stability in the absence of credit and liquidity support from the government. Nonetheless, offering publicly-sponsored safety mechanisms to shadow banking entails moral hazard risks as the private sector may reasonably expect to have support from the government.
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Shadow banks do not have credible public-sector backdrops. Shadow banks are not covered by the deposit insurance scheme while formal banks are the major target of deposit insurance. Shadow banking might be brought into the daylight with public liquidity and liability insurance, but can once 99 Gorton and Metrick, "Regulating the Shadow Banking System" (2010), p.3. more be pushed back into the shadows while the public sector withdraws. In the financial crisis, the government bail out also applied to the shadow banking sector. The emergency liquidity facilities, lending programs, largescale asset purchases, guarantee scheme, and deposit insurance program provided a complete backdrop as they did to the traditional banking sector.
Investment banking arms sometimes choose to become bank holding companies in order to qualify for financial assistance. Therefore, brokerdeals can be protected on the same basis as commercial banks. Commercial banks create legal entities in the securitization process and these entities' assets can be taken back to the banks. These entities are termed structured investment vehicles or off-balance-sheet vehicles. When these vehicles are merged into their sponsoring banks, they are protected as banks' assets.
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In the repo market, which is the key source of funds for the securitization process, 103 repo lenders, like bank depositors, have the option to withdraw credit immediately. Shadow banks may avoid bank runs through the suspension of the investors' withdrawal rights. The institutional investors can choose to withdraw the money by selling the repos, bonds and other debt instruments, without going into a bankruptcy procedure. Hedge funds, mutual funds and others have implied but not legally binding obligation to redeem their own shares on demand.
f. Resolution
Modern approaches to bank resolution are quite different from those applicable to other types of enterprises or companies. Most payments to unsecured creditors in corporate bankruptcy are usually delayed until final resolution. Applying corporate-bankruptcy-style restrictions on depositors' accounts is likely to render the banking system less efficient and attractive since the depositors are forced to costly monitor banks for the sake of transaction safety. By comparison, the strategy of bank resolution is to shift losses away from banks' depositors and noteholders to other stakeholders who are less risk-averse. These stakeholders include bank shareholders, other banks, and the central bank. They either share risks with or supply backup liquidity to otherwise solvent banks that might fail due to a liquidity shortage.
This liquidity-loss-shifting strategy removes the risk that depositors are denied immediate access to the insured par value or recovery value of their accounts, leaving savings frozen in a failed bank. 105 The importance of this strategy is two-fold. First, it ensures the information insensitive quality of bank deposits and the depositors' little effort or expenditure on monitoring the solvency of the banks. Second, it safeguards the supply of capital available to the banking system. The bank resolution mechanism is a risk-intolerance strategy (that is, risk-proof to depositors). 106 However, this liquidity-rights-centered resolution mechanism does not eliminate risk. As a result of the liquidity-loss shift, other stakeholders take over the risk on claims (the deposits) from the depositors. In terms of informationsensitivity, risk-splitting and asset portfolios, risk-averse stakeholders are informed agents holding equity while risk-sensitive depositors are uninformed agents holding debt.
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As far as repos and derivatives are concerned, bankruptcy-law safeguards can be relied upon to protect creditors from chaotic unraveling by their counterparts when a shadow bank fails. The approach of bankruptcy law is to protect assets from inefficient liquidation so as to ensure an equitable and incentive-compatible recovery. The liquidation repayment priority rule embedded in the bankruptcy law avoids coordination problems among customers or creditors racing to seize collateral or withdraw cash. The coordination problems prevent creditors' recovery efforts from achieving an optimal allocation of a failed firm's assets and default losses. However, this protection is only relevant to the resolution of failed financial intermediaries and creditor protection. It does not address shadow banks' role as suppliers of liquidity, 108 even though the typical mechanism of bankruptcy law may allow a failed intermediary to supply customers with immediate access to funds.
Banking regulation is of little help in protecting a shadow bank from failure. Apart from the fact that banking regulation is at a distance from shadow banking, banking regulation is rooted in the theory that the efficiency of markets guarantees the enforcement of financial contracts provided that participants are free to transact while exposing themselves to uncertainty and delay in a counterparty's insolvency proceeding.
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Liquidity is defined as the ability to trade an asset at minimal cost or delay.
110 The market-rooted regulatory ideology itself does not sharpen shadow banks' liquidity-generating ability. Rather, the investor's liquidation rights in the collateral are central to the deposit-like characteristics of the securitization transactions. The repo, like derivatives, permits a party to the repurchase agreement to unilaterally terminate its contract as a result of a bankruptcy filing by the other party, and to liquidate its dealings outside of bankruptcy. The legal infrastructure safeguards this unilateral liquidation right by applying exemptions to some financial contracts under the bankruptcy law and deposit insurance scheme so that repo parties are able to seize collateral and liquidate without going into bankruptcy. 111 The liquidation rights in the collateral are exempted from formal bankruptcy procedures granting repos and derivatives a bankruptcy-proof status.
112 This bankruptcy safe-harbour protection 113 makes repos analogous to deposits ensuring that a party to a repo contract would not be treated as a debtor in the bankruptcy proceedings. It is liquidation rights that offer legal protection similar to that provided by deposit insurance, 114 and guarantee uninterrupted access to liquidity.
g. Regulation
At the national level, banks are protected by a financial safety net comprised of lender of last resort, deposit insurance, prudential regulation and failure resolution. The regulators face a daunting task, through this financial safety net, to reduce the incidence of bank runs at minimal cost to bank liquidity creation. The global financial regulation is soft-law based, consisting Basel I, II and III, focusing on the capital requirements.
It is difficult to prevent shadow bank runs by any existing regulation. For instance, the heightened capital requirements codified in Basel III are only applied to international banks and not shadow banking. Therefore, shadow banks are not required to possess loss-absorbing capitals against losses associated with an increase in systemic risk. There have been discussions on the possibility of setting up a global liquidity fund, a privatized liquidity provider of last resort to shadow banks, supplementing the existing liquidity channel centered on the network of central banks.
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Opponents to this proposal argue that, aside from strong political outcry, this favoritism towards the wholesale financial services industry and additional liquidity provision would not prevent the causes leading to a systemic crisis in the banking sector.
116 Put simply, offering a secured liquidity source to the shadow banking sector reinforces rather than curbs moral hazard.
Compared with the formal banking sector, shadow banking presents more challenges to regulators in terms of its novelty, opacity and complexity. The risks associated with non-bank-centered financial intermediation are beyond the reach of public policy tools and regulatory instruments. Regulators may not have clear targets on their radars. In addition, they lack sufficient judgment and expertise to deal with such challenges. The novelty underlying the shadow banking sector is partly a result of deregulation of the formal banking sector.
117 Segments of the shadow banking sector and fragmented regulatory oversight undermine the effectiveness of prudential regulation in the formal banking system. Shadow banks are subject to limited regulation. This appears the chief concern to the FSB, which pointed out that shadow banks are in an environment where "prudential regulatory standards and supervisory oversight are either not applied or are applied to a materially lesser or different degree than is the case for regular banks engaged in similar activities".
In response to novel shadow banking, regulatory designs should be responsive and creative. Some efforts have been made to regulate shadow banking activities or shadow banks. The Dodd-Frank Act makes an attempt to apply a centralized regime to regulate some shadow banks. For instance, hedge funds must register with the SEC, and some of the over-the-counter derivatives trading is to operate in the exchanges and clearing houses. Other shadow banks will be included into the regulatory ambit for regular banks. Typical examples are those systemically important institutions and retail finance lenders which will now be regulated by the Federal Reserve and the Federal Reserve's Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
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These regulatory experiments suggest that the principles and instruments in traditional banking regulation can be inferred for and transplanted into the regulation of shadow banking. In other words, regulating shadow banking may be largely modeled on traditional banking regulation. In this sense, shadow banking regulation may be eventually banktype regulation. Table 1 .1 is a summary of key differences between shadow and formal banks based on the above analyses.
Causes of Shadow Banking
The causes of the shadow banking's popularity are manifold. The growth of shadow banking has come about due to the technical innovation and regulatory changes in the past several decades. For instance, traditional banks have been under pressure to exit the regulated sector and rely on money-market-funds, securitization and repo for more profits.
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Investors are struggling to find places to use their money in a profitable manner. Regulatory pressure and costs may press investors to find a sensible way to get around legal or regulatory restrictions. Apart from its weaknesses and shortcomings, shadow banks also provide diversification for the financial system and resilience. From consumers' perspectives, shadow banks offer more investment options and efficient pricing for consumers and businesses. Shadow banking facilities go for higher returns at the cost of introducing riskier financial instruments. In the Chinese context, the emergence of wealth management products and shadow banking facilities are shaking up a system that has relied on channeling funds to state entities. 119 Gorton and Metrick, "Regulating the Shadow Banking System", (2010). 
Benefits of Shadow Banking
The shadow banking system, as an important alternative channel, provides sources of inexpensive funding for credit as well as the real economy. It also facilitates credit extension to some cash-starving sectors, in particular, those firms that are restricted from normal bank loans. The injection of additional credit protects the broader economy from the dangers of a collapse in the supply of credit. Non-bank institutions are specialized in some functions or perspectives, which lend efficiency into the financial sector. Shadow banking also provides effective means for risk diversification and 122 Shadow banking can provide banks and investors with a range of tools for liquidity, maturity and credit risk management. This means that regulating shadow banking needs to maximize those benefits and minimize potential risks. 123 The popularity of shadow banking is dependent on the novelty and adaptability of such financial products offered by shadow banks. These financial instruments arise to mitigate the effects of information and transaction costs. 124 On this view, shadow banking can be treated as markets or institutions.
125 Neutering a vibrant and multi-layer capital market is still a feasible solution to remedy market failure, regulatory failure and responsibility failure. 
Disadvantages of Shadow Banking
The beneficial side of shadow banking is not the complete picture. There has been growing recognition that shadow banking can be destructive and pose greater systemic risk. Shadow banking itself is a credit intermediation chain and exposed to the same instability and failure traditional banks face. Lack of regulatory oversight can lead to a regulatory vacuum. Maturity and credit transformation in the shadow banking system contributed significantly to asset bubbles in residential and commercial real estate markets.
warrants attention. The FSB, at the request of the G20 leaders, has formulated recommendations to strengthen the oversight and regulation of the shadow banking system in collaboration with the IMF and the World Bank. 127 The FSB in 2011 released policy papers to report its recommendations.
128 Thereafter, the FSB released shadow banking monitoring reports on an annual basis.
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Shadow banking takes vastly different forms from country to country. However, an array of identical strong driving forces are pushing regular banking activities into the shadows: ongoing tightening banking regulation, strong financing demand from investors, ample liquidity conditions, low investment returns, the combined effect of which fosters non-banking activities. Apart from these common drivers, shadow banking also brings similar benefits to the real economy of these countries. It supplements a tightly regulated and less liquid banking system by expanding access to credit, supporting maturity transformation, deepening market liquidity and increasing risk sharing capability. By and large, shadow banking improves the efficiency of the financial market. 130 Similarly, these countries face similar risks owing to a growing shadow banking sector. Systemic risk is probably the major concern to national regulators even though it may not be the source of fragility to some subsectors in shadow banking. Understandably, systemic risk is likely to be the chief trigger of a wide scale of regulatory and legislative efforts drawing up responsive policy or regulatory solutions to contain inherent risks involved in shadow banking. Financial regulators and central banks in major countries have taken some initiatives addressing the rising shadow banking sector. The Bank of England has set up the Financial Policy Committee with the specific responsibility for the stability of the UK financial system as a whole. Similar bodies exist in the Eurozone and the US. The Bank of England is seeking to limit the exposures banks have to their shadow counterparts.
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Among others, minimum liquid asset requirements are placed on money market funds to make the shadow banking system more resilient. 132 The 127 FSB, "Shadow Banking: Scoping the Issues".
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FSB, "Shadow Banking: Scoping the Issues".
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US Federal Reserve has discussed the possibility of imposing exit fees for bond funds that could serve a similar purpose in the debt markets. 133 At this phase, it is apparent that a one-size-fits-all type of regulatory framework or devices does not fit all countries.
Coordination of financial regulation of different countries is desirable to curb potential systemic risk in the shadow banking sector.
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Pursuing this coordinated strategy at the global level is necessary as the cross-border trading closely connects country-specific shadow banking sectors despite a significant but declining linkage, the IMF recently claimed, 135 between the US shadow banking sector and the EU banking sector as well as a consequentially weaker spillover effect in the global shadow banking system. A stand-alone regulatory approach taken by individual countries may cause a migration of shadow banking activities and risks from one country to another. However, the difficulty is that, unlike formal banking regulation, 136 shadow banking spans a wide range of sectors and effective regulation and monitoring of these sectors is a challenge even at the national level. Without a centralized registration scheme for shadow banking vehicles, it is hard to identify, control and tax key players in the shadow banking sector. Uncertainty in terms of the scope of shadow banks basically makes global regulatory attempts less meaningful. Shadow banking in developed and developing countries is not the same. Shadow banking in developing and emerging countries is less complex and opaque than its counterparts in developed countries. economies usually host less complex steps and linkages within the shadow banking system. Typical operations are still conventional including leasing, financing, factoring and investment. It is clear that the level of complication and risk differs in these jurisdictions. The degree to which shadow banking requires regulation and oversight differs and therefore justifies a non-harmonized treatment. As the regulation of shadow banking endogenously depends on the degree to which it contributes to systemic risk, applying uniform policies or regulatory devices is less feasible and will generate unequal tradeoffs. In addition, coordination at the regional or global level triggers more efforts to deal with collective problems.
Here regulation by institutional charter is not the way for regulation. Regulation by function is a more potent style of regulation than regulation by institutional form. Regulation by form (that is, banks) will always be arbitraged away by banks via shadow banks. In contrast, regulation by function of credit intermediation is a more potent strategy, a hard arbitrage form of regulation.
The FSB published its consultative document which embodies a policy framework for addressing shadow banking risks in securities lending and repossessions (repos). 138 In this consultative document, the FSB set out 13 policy recommendations. Among others, these policies are targetted at improving regulatory reporting and market transparency, regulating securities financing and dealing with structural aspects of the securities financing market such as central clearing.
139 But these policies have not become global standards.
In response to a changing global economic environment, the FSB stressed a need to keep the shadow banking system "under permanent surveillance, since new risks and new interconnections are created in the global economy". 140 The FSB proposed ways to address shadow banking activities and entities by placing emphases on (i) indirect regulation, by regulating the links between shadow banking activities and the regulated banking system; (ii) extending or revising the existing regulation to shadow banks; and (iii) adopting new regulations designed for shadow banking activities and entities. FSB's approach basically applies bank-centered regulation to shadow banking. Given the apparent differences between formal and shadow banking, the success prospect of this approach is uncertain.
At the technical level, in order to enhance the monitoring of the shadow banking system, the FSB has been examining the regulation of traditional banks' securitization business and securities lending as well as their interactions with repo markets, money market funds and other shadow banking entities. Improving reporting standards and strengthening disclosure rules to enhance transparency of non-bank intermediaries are also included in the policy initiatives.
The interconnectedness between traditional and shadow banking can be the target of regulation preventing systemic risk to financial stability. Basel III attempts to close the regulatory gap between different treatment of trading book and banking book. Banks' capital requirements are increased for the trading book and complex securitization exposures. A stressed value-at-risk (VaR) capital requirement, and higher capital requirements for re-securitizations in both the banking and trading books are introduced by Basel III 141 in order to remove the regulatory arbitrage. However, Basel III is still unable to put an end to shadow banking. 142 The liquidity requirements and leverage framework under Basel III can stimulate traditional banks to increase leverage or circumvent their regulatory capital or liquidity requirements through shadow banking entities. By doing so, banks can lower their capital (or compliance) costs and acquire capital from the financial market so as to meet the heightened capital requirements under Basel III. Heightened standards in Basel III are more likely to compel traditional banks to undergo a de-leveraging process, and switch to the shadow banking sector. 143 The benefit of this business switch is to reduce conventional lending activities so as to enjoy higher returns.
Limiting the risk of regulatory arbitrage can be the other regulatory focus. The risk of regulatory arbitrage can be moving toward the shadows. Regulators can try to remove some incentives created by tighter controls over bank activities that are not applied to shadow banks. Reducing excessive reliance on the banking system is the other option for policymakers and regulators. The way to achieve this target is to expand the capital markets to provide alternative but reliable sources of funding to the real economy. Deepening financial markets can facilitate risk management.
Shadow banking is at best opaque, which presents the regulators with 
OBJECTIVE AND STRUCTURE OF THIS BOOK
The latest global financial crisis has reshaped the financial system and financial regulation. Politically, the theoretical and practical emphases on deregulation have been shifted to "better regulation" or re-regulation. The "lighter touch" approach has wound away, being replaced by a much heavier "hands-on" approach. 144 Major forms of the shadow banking system are still evolving but regulators and policymakers need to regulate and monitor the shadow banking sector with the aim of curbing systemic risk, and improving market-based financial markets and the regulatory system. Due to the interconnectedness between the formal and shadow banking sectors, policymakers and regulators need to assess whether shadow banking should be regulated. This book seeks to come to grips with the new developments in connection with shadow banking and its regulation. It is a country-specific study of shadow banking with an attempt to understand the shadow banking system, in particular, its related risks, regulation and policy in the context of China.
Chapter 1 lays a foundation for an account of the key characteristics of shadow banking compared with the traditional banking sector. Chapter 2 proceeds to discuss China's shadow banking sector. It first raises a China myth issue by reviewing the Chinese banking sector's performance in the wake of the financial crisis and unveiling some "home-made" problems with China's banking sector, and then moves to the definition of shadow banking in the China context. shadow banking, an analysis of the central bank and its overall monetary policy is made in Chapter 4. Chapters 5 to 8 discuss four major subsectors of shadow banking in China, that is, wealth management products, local government financing vehicles, P2P lending and underground lending, respectively. Focusing on these four subsectors of shadow banking follows the narrow-down approach discussed above. The choice of these shadow banking subsectors is made on the grounds of the potential severity of systemic risk. These four subsectors of shadow banking span across three categories laid out in Circular No. 107 (discussed in Chapter 2), which gives a clear picture as to how this three-tiered definition of shadow banking works in the China context. In these chapters, the focus is placed on these shadow banks' activities, funding strategies, size and the credit and liquidity backstops, risks, and, most importantly, regulatory and policy responses.
Shadow banking has showcased the inherent distortion in China's financial market and financial system. As a case study of such market failure, Chapter 9 is a follow-up discussion of how monetary policies affect financial stability (or instability) by looking into the extension of access to central bank funding and the recent credit crunch in China. Chapters 10 to 12 switch the focus onto the ongoing reforms transforming China's financial market from a repressed one to liberalized one: interest rate reform, exchange rate reform and the establishment of an explicit deposit insurance scheme. Implementing this reform strategy, the government has also set up three financial reform-oriented zones in China tasked with different reform agenda, which is the key topic in Chapter 13.
Chapter 14 concludes the whole book.
